The effect of acute or repeated stress on the corticotropin releasing factor system in the CRH-IRES-Cre mouse: A validation study.
Corticotropin releasing factor (CRF) is a key component of stress responsivity, modulating related behaviors including anxiety and reward. Difficulties identifying CRF neurons, using traditional approaches including immunohistochemistry, has led to the development of a number of transgenic CRF reporter mice. The Crh-IRES-Cre::Ai14 (tdTomato) reporter mouse is increasing in popularity as a useful tool to assess the localization, connectivity and function of CRF neurons in various stress-related behaviors. However, without proper characterization of reporter expression, the in vivo and in vitro manifestations resulting from the manipulation of these cells must be interpreted with caution. Here we mapped the distribution of tdTomato-expressing CRF cells throughout the rostro-caudal extent of the Crh-IRES-Cre::Ai14 mouse brain. To determine if reporter expression faithfully reproduced native CRF expression, we assessed the colocalization of CRF expression with tdTomato reporter expression across several brain regions. Good concordance was observed in the extended amygdala and paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus (PVN), while discrepancies were observed within the lateral hypothalamus and hippocampus. Finally, we examined the activation of CRF neurons in Crh-IRES-Cre::Ai14 mice in response to different types of stressors using Fos immunohistochemistry. Acute psychological (swim) and pharmacological (yohimbine) stress stimulated Fos-protein expression in PVN CRF neurons. Interestingly though, exposure to four daily restraint stress sessions followed by a novel acute stressor did not further recruit CRF neurons across any brain region examined. Our results highlight the importance of thoroughly characterizing reporter mice before use and suggest that acute versus repeated stress may differentially impact the CRF system. This article is part of the Special Issue entitled 'Hypothalamic Control of Homeostasis'.